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Books Between Europe and the
Americas 2011
a ground breaking collection by thirteen distinguished
international scholars this volume presents fresh
perspectives on the exchange of culture and ideas between
isolated communities through books and correspondence
and offers pioneering comparisons between the northern
atlantic and that of spanish and portuguese territories
further south

Measuring Inequality of
Opportunities in Latin America and
the Caribbean 2008-11-12
equality of opportunity is about leveling the playing field so
that circumstances such as gender ethnicity place of birth
or family background do not influence a person s life
chances success in life should depend on people s choices
effort and talents not to their circumstances at birth
measuring inequality of opportunities in latin america and
the caribbean introduces new methods for measuring
inequality of opportunities and makes an assessment of its
evolution in latin america over a decade an innovative
human opportunity index and other parametric and non
parametric techniques are presented for quantifying
inequality based on circumstances exogenous to individual
efforts these methods are applied to gauge inequality of
opportunities in access to basic services for children
learning achievement for youth and income and
consumption for adults
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Classical Spirituality in
Contemporary America 2012-03-08
g i gurdjieff d 1949 remains an important if controversial
figure in early 20th century western esoteric thought born
in the culturally diverse region of the caucasus gurdjieff
traveled in asia africa and elsewhere in search of practical
spiritual knowledge though oftentimes allusive references
to sufi teachings and characters take a prominent position
in gurdjieff s work and writings since his death a discourse
on gurdjieff and sufism has developed through the
contributions as well as critiques of his students and
interlocutors j g bennett began an experimental fourth way
school in england in the 1970s which included the
introduction of sufi practices and teachings in america this
discourse has further expanded through the collaboration
and engagement of contemporary sufi teachers this work
does not simply demonstrate the influence of gurdjieff and
his ideas but approaches the specific discourse on and
about gurdjieff and sufism in the context of contemporary
religious and spiritual teachings particularly in the united
states and highlights some of the adaptive boundary
crossing and hybrid features that have led to the continuing
influence of sufism

The Code of Federal Regulations of
the United States of America 1965
the code of federal regulations is the codification of the
general and permanent rules published in the federal
register by the executive departments and agencies of the
federal government
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The Triangular Connection 2022-06
first published in 1982 the triangular connection explores
the relationship between two countries the usa and israel
and jews resident in america spanning from british colonial
times until 1949 the year in which israel was admitted to
the united nations the book traces the interaction between
america s christians and jews with zionism and the modern
state of israel it also details the reasons for america s
support of israel in the past as well as debating its
continued support in the future

Subverting America, Vol. One 1907
in examining the history of northeastern north america in
the seventeenth and eighteen centuries it is important to
take into account diverse influences and experiences not
only was the relationship between native inhabitants and
colonial settlers a defining characteristic of acadia nova
scotia and new england in this era but it was also a
relationship shaped by wider continental and oceanic
connections the essays in this volume deal with topics such
as colonial habitation imperial exchange and aboriginal
engagement all of which were pervasive phenomena of the
time john g reid argues that these were complicated
processes that interacted freely with one another shaping
the human experience at different times and places
northeastern north america was an arena of distinctive
complexities in the early modern period and this collection
uses it as an example of a manageable and logical basis for
historical study reid also explores the significance of
anniversary observances and commemorations that have
served as vehicles of reflection on the lasting implications
of historical developments in the early modern period these
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and other insights amount to a fresh perspective on the
region and offer a deeper understanding of north american
history

Statutes at Large, Treaties and
Proclamations of the United States
of America from ... 2008-11-14
in the past fifty years asian americans have helped change
the face of america and are now the fastest growing group
in the united states but as historian erika lee reminds us
asian americans also have deep roots in the country the
making of asian america tells the little known history of
asian americans and their role in american life from the
arrival of the first asians in the americas to the present day
an epic history of global journeys and new beginnings this
book shows how generations of asian immigrants and their
american born descendants have made and remade asian
american life in the united states sailors who came on the
first trans pacific ships in the 1500s to the japanese
americans incarcerated during world war ii over the past
fifty years a new asian america has emerged out of
community activism and the arrival of new immigrants and
refugees no longer a despised minority asian americans are
now held up as america s model minorities in ways that
reveal the complicated role that race still plays in the united
states published to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of
the passage of the united states immigration and
nationality act of 1965 that has remade our nation of
immigrants this is a new and definitive history of asian
americans but more than that it is a new way of
understanding america itself its complicated histories of
race and immigration and its place in the world today jacket
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Essays on Northeastern North
America, 17th & 18th Centuries
2015-09
latin america is a region made up of multiple states with a
diversity of races ethnicities and cultures in transnational
perspectives on latin america luis roniger argues that a
regional perspective is significant for understanding this
part of the western hemisphere he claims that geopolitical
sociological and cultural trends molded a contiguity of
influences shaping a transnational arena of connected
histories cross border interactions and shared visions
complementing the process of separate nation state
formation

The Making of Asian America 2021
this issue of neuroimaging clinics of north america focuses
on functional connectivity and is edited by dr jay pillai
articles will include applications of rs fmri to presurgical
mapping sensorimotor mapping dynamic functional
connectivity methods machine learning applications to rs
fmri analysis frequency domain analysis of rs fmri
applications of rs fmri to epilepsy data driven analysis
methods for rs fmri applications of rs fmri to presurgical
mapping language mapping limitations of rs fmri in the
setting of focal brain lesions applications of rs fmri to
neuropsychiatric disease applications of rs fmri to traumatic
brain injury applications of rs fmri to neurodegenerative
disease graph theoretic analysis of rs fmri and more
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Transnational Perspectives on
Latin America 1980
a black jewish dialogue lifts a veil on these groups
unspoken history shedding light on the challenges and
promises facing american democracy from its inception to
the present and modeling the honest conversation needed
for blacks and jews to forge a new understanding

Metals in America's Historic
Buildings 1874
virtual america traces the complex relationship between
americans technology and their environment as it has
unfolded over the past several centuries throughout history
americans have constructed mental pictures of unique
places such as the american west that have taken on more
authority than the actual gritty landscapes this disconnect
from reality is magnified by the new world of virtual realities
on the computer screen where personal immersion in
interactive simulations becomes the default environment
virtual america identifies the connections or lack thereof
between our individual selves an american identity and the
geography out there john opie examines what he calls first
nature the natural world second nature metropolitan
infrastructure built environment and third nature virtual
reality in cyberspace he also explores how americans have
historically dreamed about a better life in daily ordinary
existence and then fulfilled it through the engineered
america of our built environment the consumer america of
material well being and the triumphal america of our
conviction that we are the world s exceptional model but
these dream worlds have also encouraged placelessness
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and thus indifference to our dwelling in home ground finally
opie explores last nature a sense of place and argues that
when we identify an authentic place we can locate
authenticity of self a reification of place and self by their
connectedness

Morford's Short-trip Guide to
America 2017-10-11
around the turn of the century the american liberal tradition
made a major shift away from politics the new radicals were
more interested in the reform of education culture and
sexual mores through vivid biographies christopher lasch
chronicles these social reformers from jane addams mabel
dodge luhan and lincoln steffens to norman mailer and
dwight macdonald

Functional Connectivity, An Issue
of Neuroimaging Clinics of North
America 2022
one of kirkus review s best nonfiction books of 2022 a deep
time history of animals and humans in north america by the
best selling and award winning author of coyote america in
1908 near folsom new mexico a cowboy discovered the
remains of a herd of extinct giant bison by examining flint
points embedded in the bones archeologists later
determined that a band of humans had killed and butchered
the animals 12 450 years ago this discovery vastly
expanded america s known human history but also revealed
the long standing danger homo sapiens presented to the
continent s evolutionary richness distinguished author dan
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flores s ambitious history chronicles the epoch in which
humans and animals have coexisted in the wild new world
of north america a place shaped both by its own grand
evolutionary forces and by momentous arrivals from asia
africa and europe with portraits of iconic creatures such as
mammoths horses wolves and bison flores describes the
evolution and historical ecology of north america like never
before the arrival of humans precipitated an extraordinary
disruption of this teeming environment flores treats humans
not as a species apart but as a new animal entering two
continents that had never seen our likes before he shows
how our long past as carnivorous hunters helped us settle
america initially establishing a coast to coast culture that
lasted longer than the present united states but humanity s
success had devastating consequences for other creatures
in telling this epic story flores traces the origins of today s
sixth extinction to the spread of humans around the world
tracks the story of a hundred centuries of native america
explains how old world ideologies precipitated 400 years of
market driven slaughter that devastated so many ancient
american species and explores the decline and miraculous
recovery of species in recent decades in thrilling narrative
style informed by genomic science evolutionary biology and
environmental history flores celebrates the astonishing
bestiary that arose on our continent and introduces the
complex human cultures and individuals who hastened its
eradication studied america s animals and moved heaven
and earth to rescue them eons in scope and continental in
scale wild new world is a sweeping yet intimate big history
of the animal human story in america
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Blacks and Jews in America
2008-01-01
examines the ways our conceptions of asian american food
have been shaped chop suey sushi curry adobo kimchi the
deep associations asians in the united states have with food
have become ingrained in the american popular
imagination so much so that contentious notions of ethnic
authenticity and authority are marked by and argued
around images and ideas of food eating asian america a
food studies reader collects burgeoning new scholarship in
asian american studies that centers the study of foodways
and culinary practices in our understanding of the racialized
underpinnings of asian americanness it does so by bringing
together twenty scholars from across the disciplinary
spectrum to inaugurate a new turn in food studies the
refusal to yield to a superficial multiculturalism that naively
celebrates difference and reconciliation through the
pleasures of food and eating by focusing on multi sited
struggles across various spaces and times the contributors
to this anthology bring into focus the potent forces of class
racial ethnic sexual and gender inequalities that pervade
and persist in the production of asian american culinary and
alimentary practices ideas and images this is the first
collection to consider the fraught itineraries of asian
american immigrant histories and how they are inscribed in
the production and dissemination of ideas about asian
american foodways

Virtual America 2013-03-20
independence and nation building in latin america race and
identity in the crucible of war reconceptualizes the history
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of the break up of colonial empires in spanish and
portuguese america in doing so the authors critically
examine competing interpretations and bring to light the
most recent scholarship on social cultural and political
aspects of the period did american rebels clearly push for
independence or did others truly advocate autonomy within
weakened monarchical systems rather than glorify
rebellions and patriots the authors begin by emphasizing
patterns of popular loyalism in the midst of a fracturing
spanish state in contrast a slave based economy and a
relocated imperial court provided for relative stability in
portuguese brazil chapters pay attention to the competing
claims of a variety of social and political figures at the time
across the variegated regions of central and south america
and the caribbean furthermore while elections and the rise
of a new political culture are explored in some depth
questions are raised over whether or not a new liberal
consensus had taken hold through translated primary
sources and cogent analysis the text provides an update to
conventional accounts that focus on politics the military and
an older paradigm of creole peninsular friction and division
previously marginalized actors from indigenous peoples to
free people of color often take center stage this concise and
accessible text will appeal to scholars students and all those
interested in latin american history and revolutionary
history

New Radicalism in America 1938
america s foster care system has a noble goal to care for
children that for various reasons can no longer be cared for
by their families but years of inattention and inadequate
funding have left many foster youth in a precarious state
this resource provides a comprehensive and authoritative
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overview of the american foster care system areas of
coverage include the scaffolding of foster care systems in
the various states each of which operate their own unique
systems through their social service agencies conditions
under which children are taken out of their families of origin
and placed in foster care the experiences of both young
children and older teens in foster homes challenges for
foster children who age out of the system and proposals to
reform and improve foster care across the nation geared for
students this book contains chapters devoted to the
background and history of foster care in america the
systems s problems controversies and solutions original
essay contributions exploring various facets of the system
profiles of leading foster care activists and organizations
governmental data and excerpts of primary documents on
the topic and an annotated list of important books scholarly
journals and nonprint sources for further research it closes
with a detailed chronology glossary of terms and subject
index

United States of America Before
the Securities and Exchange
Commission in the Matter of
Richard Whitney, Edwin D. Morgan,
Jr., F. Kingsley Rodewald, Henry D.
Mygatt, Daniel G. Condon, John J.
McManus, and Estate of John A.
Hayes, Individually and as Partners
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Doing Business as Richard Whitney
& Company 2022-10-25
american culture maintained a complicated relationship
with haiti from its revolutionary beginnings onward in this
study peter p reed reveals how americans embodied and re
enacted their connections to haiti through a wide array of
performance forms in the wake of haiti s slave revolts in the
1790s generations of actors theatre professionals
spectators and commentators looked to haiti as a source of
both inspiring freedom and vexing disorder french colonial
refugees university students black theatre stars blackface
minstrels abolitionists and even writers such as herman
melville all reinvented and restaged haiti in distinctive ways
reed demonstrates how haiti s example of black freedom
and national independence helped redefine american
popular culture as actors and audiences repeatedly invoked
and suppressed haiti s revolutionary narratives characters
and themes ultimately haiti shaped generations of
performances transforming america s understandings of
race power freedom and violence in ways that still
reverberate today

Wild New World: The Epic Story of
Animals and People in America
2013-09-23
reprint of the original first published in 1890
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Eating Asian America 2022-07-29
this comprehensive treatment of the environmental history
of northern north america offers a compelling account of
the complex encounters of people technology culture and
ecology that shaped modern day canada and alaska from
the arrival of the earliest humans to the very latest
scientific controversies the environmental history of canada
and arctic north america is dramatic diverse and crucial for
the very survival of the human race packed with key facts
and analysis this expert guide explores the complex
interplay between human societies and the environment
from the aleutian islands to the grand banks and from the
great lakes to the arctic islands how has the challenging
environment of america s most northerly regions with some
areas still dominated by native peoples helped shape
politics and trade what have been the consequences of
european contact with this region and its indigenous
inhabitants how did natives and newcomers cope with and
change this vast and forbidding territory can a perspective
on the past help us in grappling with the conflict between
oil exploration and wilderness preservation on the north
slope of alaska part of abc clio s nature and human
societies series this unique work charts the region s
environmental history from prehistory to modern times and
is essential reading for students and experts alike

Independence and Nation-Building
in Latin America 2022-05-18
written and organized to be accessible to a wide range of
readers improving america s diet and health explores how
americans can be persuaded to adopt healthier eating
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habits moving well beyond the pamphlet and public service
announcement approach to dietary change this volume
investigates current eating patterns in this country
consumers beliefs and attitudes about food and nutrition
the theory and practice of promoting healthy behaviors and
needs for further research the core of the volume consists
of strategies and actions targeted to sectors of societyâ
government the private sector the health professions the
education communityâ that have special responsibilities for
encouraging and enabling consumers to eat better these
recommendations form the basis for three principal
strategies necessary to further the implementation of
dietary recommendations in the united states

Foster Care in America 2022-12-01
this book examines the role of external powers in latin
america in the 21st century non traditional partners have
significantly increased their political and economic
engagement with the continent five key questions arise why
has this surge taken place when has it happened in which
regions and sectors is it mostly felt what is the latin
american perspective and what are the actual results the
book analyses 16 case studies the united states the
european union china russia japan canada india turkey iran
israel south korea taiwan indonesia the asean countries
south africa and australia the spectrum of existing
explanations in the literature spans from neo extractivism
to south south cooperation this volume places them in
context and proposes a more multifaceted approach
stressing a combination of systemic factors and internal
dynamics both in latin america and in the external partner
countries geopolitics still matters and so do nation states
their interests and leaders ultimately this surge in
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engagement has largely reproduced past patterns are new
partners that different from the old ones

Staging Haiti in Nineteenth-
Century America 2022-10-01
baptists in america began the eighteenth century a small
scattered often harassed sect in a vast sea of religious
options by the early nineteenth century they were a unified
powerful and rapidly growing denomination poised to send
missionaries to the other side of the world one of the most
influential yet neglected leaders in that transformation was
oliver hart longtime pastor of the charleston baptist church
oliver hart and the rise of baptist america is the first
modern biography of hart arguably the most important
evangelical leader in the pre revolutionary south during his
thirty years in charleston hart emerged as the region s most
important baptist denominational architect his outspoken
patriotism forced him to flee charleston when the british
army invaded charleston in 1780 but he left behind a
southern baptist people forever changed by his energetic
ministry hart s accommodating stance toward slavery
enabled him and the white baptists who followed him to
reach the center of southern society but also eventually
doomed the national baptist denomination of hart s dreams
more than a biography oliver hart and the rise of baptist
america seamlessly intertwines hart s story with that of
eighteenth century american baptists providing one of the
most thorough accounts to date of this important and
understudied religious group s development this book
makes a significant contribution to the study of baptist life
and evangelicalism in the pre revolutionary south and
beyond
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The Railways of America 1857
many spanish language teachers have little understanding
of the indigenous languages and cultures that are part of
the spanish speaking americas this book proposes to fill
that gap and help teachers include the history and culture
of indigenous peoples using a social justice lens indigenous
america begins with an overview of the history of
colonialism throughout the spanish speaking americas and
ties it to language teaching curricula and standards each
substantive chapter ends with a list of conclusions a list of
questions for discussion and debate and a set of teaching
topics and concrete classroom exercises fountain will
include photographs of places people and artifacts to make
this history tangible appendices with more details about
incorporating some rich resources into the spanish
language classroom are included as is a glossary of
important terms this book is the first resource of its kind
and is timely teachers are eager to include more voices in
their courses

A New and Complete Statistical
Gazetteer of the United States of
America 1996
the authors compare the public spirited work that enabled
diverse peoples to forge connection gain a stake in the
nation and find intellectual challenges to a time when
people are predominately consumers instead of producers
they offer many current examples which demonstrate
encouraging changes
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The Electoral Connection and the
Legislative Process in Latin
America 1850
utilizing multiple perspectives of related academic
disciplines this three volume set of contributed essays
enables readers to understand the complexity of
immigration to the united states and grasp how our history
of immigration has made this nation what it is today
transforming america perspectives on u s immigration
covers immigration to the united states from the founding
of america to the present comprising 3 volumes of 31
original scholarly essays the work is the first of its kind to
explore immigration and immigration policy in the united
states throughout its history these essays provide a variety
of interdisciplinary perspectives from experts in cultural
anthropology history political science economics and
education the book will provide readers with a critical
understanding of the historical precedents to today s mass
migration viewing the immigration issue from the
perspectives of the contributors various relevant disciplines
enables a better grasp of the complex conundrum
presented by legal and illegal immigration policy

The History of the United States of
North America 1880
includes articles on international business opportunities
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The Loyalists of America and Their
Times 2006-11-10
in 1900 hardly anyone in america had heard of sigmund
freud but by 1920 nearly everyone had this is the story of
the translators editors journalists publishers promoters and
booksellers who first brought freud to american readers
they included scientists and scoundrels reckless risk takers
and buttoned down businessmen puritans and libertines
anarchists and capitalists passionate freedom fighters and
racist bigots american publishers freud wrote to one
colleague are a dangerous breed elsewhere he called them
rascals liars swindlers crooks and pirates here are accounts
of their drunken parties political crusades questionable
business practices criminal prosecutions shameless
marketing and blatant plagiarism there s even a suicide and
a murder and lots of sex it s a book about freud after all
ideas that freud promoted are woven so tightly into our
daily lives today that like gravity or air we hardly notice
them this book based on hundreds of unpublished records
explains how they first took root in american minds more
than a century ago

Canada and Arctic North America
1991-01-01
grant and murray describe the evolution taking place in the
teaching profession over the last 100 years and then focus
on recent experiments that have given teachers the power
to shape their schools and mentor young educators
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Improving America's Diet and
Health 2021-04-21

External Powers in Latin America
2020-08-01

Oliver Hart and the Rise of Baptist
America 2023

Indigenous America in the Spanish
Language Classroom 1996

Building America 2012-12-10

Transforming America 1982

Business America 2023-07-04

Bringing Freud to America 1954
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Subversive Influence in the United
Electrical, Radio, and Machine
Workers of America, Pittsburgh
and Erie, Pa 1864

Free Government in England and
America: containing the Great
Charter, the Petition of Right, the
Bill of Rights, the Federal
Constitution 1847

The Genealogy and History of the
Family of Williams in America,
More Particularly of the
Descendants of Robert Williams of
Roxburg 1999

Teaching in America
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